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Aeons is an experimental display 

typeface with a free-flowing and 

organic flare. The combination of 

decorative serifs, ball terminals 

and unique cuts, helps to add 

more personality and visual 

interest to each letterform.

Aeons covers 2 modes of reading: 

activating typography and staged 

*the designer's birthday :)

Type specimen

�
typography; meaning that the 

focus of this typeface is to grab 

attention and reel in interest. 

Aeons is designed for both 

print and digital spaces, most 

optimal for mediums like: social 

media posts, Website banners, 

store front designs and product 

packaging etc.
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Uppercase

Lowercase

Uppercase ligatures

Lowercase ligatures

Figures

Symbols & punctuation

Full character set 01



O�ons ae- 
O�ons
aeons   

O�ons 
aeo� 
gone bad 

180 pts

130 pts 100 pts

Sizes 02



O�ons ae- 
o� gone 
bad easily, 

O�ons aeons 
gone bad easily, 
fi�to. Originally 
meant life, v�al 

O�ons aeons 
gone bad easily, 
fi�to. Originally 

O�ons aeons gone 
bad easily, fi�to. Origi-
nally meant life, v�al fo- 
rce or may be used in 

80 pts 60 pts

50 pts 40 pts

Sizes 03
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Angel Adept Blind Bodice Clique �oast Dunce 

�ocile Enact Eosin Furlong Focal Gnome 

Gondola Human Hoist Inlet �odine Justin Jocose 

Knoll Koala Linden Loads Milliner Modal Number 

Nodule Onset �ddball Pneumo Poncho Quanta 

Qophs Rhone Roman Snout Sodium Tundra 

Tocsin Uncle Udder Vulcan Vocal Whale Woman 

Xmas Xenon Yunnan Young Zloty Zodiac. Angel 

angel adept for the nuan� loads of the arena 

cocoa and quaalude. Blind blind bodice for the 

submit oboe of the club snob and abbot. Clique 

Sample text 40 pts 07



clique coast for the pouch loco of the franc 

assoc and ac�de. Dun� dun� docile for the 

loudness mastodon of the loud statehood and 

huddle. Enact enact eosin for the quench coed 

of the pique canoe and bl�p. Furlong furlong 

focal for the genuflect profound of the motif 

aloof and offers. Gnome gnome gondola for the 

impugn logos of the unplug analog and smuggle. 

Human human hoist for the budd�st alcohol of 

the riyadh caliph and bathhouse. Inlet inlet iodine 

for the quince c�mpion of the ennui scampi 

Sample text 40 pts 08



and shiite. Justin justin jocose for the djibouti 

sojourn of the oranj raj and hajjis. Knoll knoll 

koala for the banknote lookout of the dybbuk 

outlook and trekked. Linden linden loads for the 

ulna monolog of the consul menthol and shallot. 

Milliner milliner modal for the alumna solomon 

of the album custom and summon. Number 

number nodule for the unmade economic of the 

shotgun bison and tunnel. �nset onset oddball 

for the abandon podium of the antiquo �mpo 

and moonlit. Pneumo pneumo poncho for the 

Sample text 40 pts 09



dauphin opossum of the holdup bishop and 

supplies. Quanta quanta qophs for the inquest 

sheqel of the cinq coq and suqqu. Rhone rhone 

roman for the burnt porous of the lemur clamor 

and carrot. Snout snout sodium for the ensnare 

bosom of the genus pathos and missing. Tundra 

tundra tocsin for the nutmeg isotope of the 

peasant ingot and ottoman. Uncle uncle udder 

for the dunes cloud of the hindu thou and 

continuum. Vulcan vulcan vocal for the alluvial 

ovoid of the yugoslav chekhov and revved. Whale 

Sample text 40 pts 10



whale woman for the meanwhile blowout of the 

forepaw meadow and glowworm. Xmas xmas 

xenon for the bauxite doxology of the tableaux 

equinox and exxon. Yunnan yunnan young for 

the dynamo coyote of the obloquy employ and 

sayyid. Zloty zloty zodiac for the gizmo ozone of 

the franz laissez and buzzing.

Sample text 40 pts 11



Use case: Web banner 12



Use case:  Instagram posts 13



Use case:  Instagram posts 14



Use case:  Editorial spreads 15



Use case:  Editorial spreads 16
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